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School: 7
Growth Comparison Period: Fall to Fall
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This report displays current and past RIT scoresof a student. RIT stands for Rasch Unit, which is a unit of measurethat usesindividual
test question difficulty values to estimate student achievement.

TheRIT is used to measure how“tall” a studentis on the curriculum scale and scores can be comparedto tell how much growth a
student has made,similar to measuring height on a yardstick. This score is independentof the age or gradeof the studentbutreflects
the instructionallevel at which the studentis currently performing, helping teachersplan instruction at an appropriate level for the
student.

 

1. Student RIT-The student's RIT score on each growthtest 7. Growth Comparison Period — The termsthat define the time

frame for which the RIT Growth, Growth Projection and Student
RIT Projection value(s) are calculated. Indian Hill is using fall to
fall comparison.
 

2. District Grade Level Mean RIT — The average RIT score for

students in the same school district and same grade that were
tested at the same time as the student namedonthis report.

8. Term/Year— Thetest term (FA=fall, SP=spring, Wl=winter,

SU=summer) and the year when the studenttookthetest.

 

3. Norm Grade Level Mean RIT - The average RIT score for
students in the same grade andtested in the same term as
observedin the most recent NWEARIT Scale Normsstudy. Lack
of the Norm Grade Level MeanRITbarindicates that the RIT is
not available due to no norm data being available for that
particular grade and/or subject.

9. Grade — Gradeof the student when the test was taken.

 

4. Student RIT Projection — The projected RIT score of the
student for whenthey take a future test (as noted above the span
is fall to fall). This projected RIT score is based on the student's
actual RIT scorein the first term of the Growth Comparison Period
and the average RIT growth of students who werein the same

grade andtested in the same term as observedin the most recent
NWEARIT Scale Norms?study.

10. RIT — The middle numberis this student's RIT score. The

numbersoneither side of the RIT score define the score +/- the

standard error. If retested soon, the student's score would fall
within this range mostofthe time.

 

5. Goals Performance — Each goal area includedin thetestis
listed along with a goalrangeof the student's score.

11. RIT Growth — Presents the student's growth in RIT points
made between growthtests in the Growth Comparison Period
after several administrations(fall to fall).
  6. Lexile® Range — This range appears whenthe student has

taken a reading test. This measure can help match a readerwith
reading material that is at an appropriate difficulty, or help give an
idea of how well a readerwill comprehenda text. Lexile® is a
trademark of MetaMetrics, Inc.

12. Percentile Range — The numberin the middleis this student's
percentile rank, or the percentage of students that had a RIT
score less than or equalto this student's score according to the
most recent NWEARIT Scale Normsstudy. The numbers on
either side of the percentile rank define the percentile range.If
retested soon,this student's percentile rank would be within this
range mostof the time.  

Adaptedfrom NWEA

 


